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ABSTRACT
This thesis focuses on continuum robots based on pneumatic muscle
technology. We introduce a novel approach to use these muscles as limbs of
lightweight legged robots. The flexibility of the continuum legs of these robots
offers the potential to perform some duties that are not possible with classical
rigid-link robots. Potential applications are as space robots in low gravity, and as
cave explorer robots.
The thesis covers the fabrication process of continuum pneumatic
muscles and limbs. It also provides some new experimental data on this
technology. Afterwards, the designs of two different novel continuum robots - one
tripod, one quadruped - are introduced. Experimental data from tests using the
robots is provided. The experimental results are the first published example of
locomotion with tripod and quadruped continuum legged robots. Finally,
discussion of the results and how far this technology can go forward is
presented.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Continuum robots are robots which can bend at any point along their
body. This thesis studies the use of continuum structures as robot legs. The most
important reason for “Continuum Limbs” [1] is for them to use their flexibility for
adapting to various terrains. That flexibility allows a robot with continuum limbs to
change the shape of its limbs to pass over obstacles and through obstacle fields.
By changing bending locations, we can have different length and shape limbs
specific to our needs due to given environmental conditions.
Continuum limbs can also grasp different sized and shaped objects to
manipulate various kinds of objects, or wrap and pull themselves which means
the robot can climb in unusual ways. So in theory, continuum limb flexibility gives
much improved movement flexibility to adapt to different surroundings.
Research on continuum robots began with the “Tensor Arm Manipulator”
in 1964 [2]. Since then, there have been many different works in this field, and
many researchers have conducted theoretical and experimental research. From
this research have come some advantages and disadvantages. The most
important advantages of continuum robots are low-cost and easy fabrication. On
the other hand, the biggest problem is that they are non-trivial to analyze, and
there are many substantial practical problems still waiting to be solved. Since a
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limited number of independent actuators can be used, the main problem is how
to control continuum robots’ infinite degrees of freedom, which in theory cause
bending and moving throughout the robot - except there are physical limitations
in practice. This under-actuation issue must be considered during the design and
implementation process.

Figure 1.1 Photography of Tensor Arm [2]

In nature, there are various examples of analogous invertebrate structures
such as trunks of elephant [3], [4], [5], [6] the limbs of octopuses [7], [8] which
have inspired researchers to build continuum limbs. These continuum robots are
often called “tongues, trunks, and tentacles” [9], [10] or “snake arm robots” [11].
Researchers follow two main strategies to design, and imitate continuum limbs:
(1) put the actuators within the structure [12], [13], [14], [15]; (2) have the
actuators out of structure, externally actuated [16], [17], [10]. Almost all
continuum robots to date have been used as single manipulators, while the work
in this thesis combines several of them as legs in a novel mobile robot design.
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Figure 1.2 (a) Horizontal, (b) Hook, Configurations of Elephant's Trunk [6]

One of most important problems in continuum robots is kinematic
modeling, and there has been numerous developments on this [6], [18]. One
solution to modeling infinite degrees of freedom is to use finite “modes” [19], [20],
so that we are able to analyze and design these robots with finite numbers of
modes. This gives simpler implementation. Other approaches to continuum robot
kinematics make stronger theoretical connections between physical continuum
robot designs, and also rigid link robot kinematics [21]. However, these models
are based on purely geometric quantities are often deficient in modeling real
continuum limbs because of dynamics and gravity issues.
Some significant research is being done on continuum robot dynamics
[22], [23], [24], [25], [26]. For this research, researchers follow different
approaches such as Lagrangian [27], [28], and Newton-Euler [29] based
methods. Researchers usually simplify the theoretically complete models of
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continuum structures because of the infinite degrees of freedom issue caused by
the inherent structural complexity of the continuum limbs and robots [30], [31].

Figure 1.3 "Octarm" continuum manipulators [22]

Another problem with continuum limbs is control. Their characteristics do
not match with traditional control methods, and some new approaches are
required. So there are several proposed controllers, some model based
controllers [32], [33], [34, 35, 36, 37] and some non-model based [38], [30]. Also,
there is some research published on contact, force detection and estimation [39],
[40].
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Figure 1.4 Soft robotic manipulator model [38]

In this thesis, we consider continuum robots used as legs in a mobile
robot. This is a new direction for continuum robots. We designed, built and tested
several continuum-legged underwater robots (See Chapters 3 and 4). We were
able to get a crawling locomotion (See Chapter 3) and simple stepping
locomotion (See Chapter 4). This is the first published case of underwater
locomotion using continuum robot legs, and is the main contribution of this thesis.
However, more work needs to be done in the future. There were significant
differences between the planned trajectories and the actual trajectories during
experiments. Also the coordination between limbs is hard to plan. These issues
are discussed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER TWO
DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF CONTINUUM MUSCLES AND
LIMBS
In this chapter, first, the continuum muscle fabrication process developed
in this project is explained. Second, we detail how we built useful continuum
limbs out of the continuum muscles that we fabricated.
We chose to use pneumatically powered muscles for this work. These
muscles have the advantages of having inexpensive components and leading to
a simple “intrinsic” continuum robot design, with the muscles basically forming
the backbone of the robot. However, design of the muscles and backbone to fit
the proposed locomotion application was non-trivial.

2.1 Design of Continuum Muscles
The basic materials needed for pneumatic muscles are tubing and
supporting materials. Tubing is the main part of our pneumatic muscles, and the
supporting materials enable the applied pressure to disperse evenly all along the
tubing. Even pressure is particularly important for the locomotion application of
this thesis, since we apply much more pressure – in order to have our tubing to
stretch fully out – than for muscles used for continuum manipulators, and we
need to stretch to the limits of the characteristic stiffness of our tubing. We
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conducted numerous tests with various continuum muscles – experimenting with
various materials that have different characteristics – in order to find the
combination providing the maximum power and the maximum flexibility.
During our tests, we used two different tubing materials which have
fundamentally different stiffness characteristics (see Figure 2.1). During the
experiments, out first goal was to make the muscles as light as possible, since
pneumatic muscles have low power relative to tendons, and lightweight systems
are particularly important in our application. Because of this reason, we have
also experimented with different classes of lightweight connectors than
previously considered in the literature.

Figure 2.1 Two Different Tubings 1/8" ID, 1/4" OD, 1/16" Wall considered
(a) Soft -Shore A:50- (b) Firm -Shore A:70-

The supporting material – we experimented with mesh or some type of
PVC cover depending on the design- is one of the key factors of the design
because pneumatic muscles can be of either contracting or extracting types,
depending on the support material type that is chosen (see figure 2.2). Basically,
applied pneumatic pressure inflates the tube, which is surrounded by a cover.
Depending on the ability of the cover to expand or contract, the muscle either
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expands (with the tube getting thinner) or contracts (with the tube getting thicker)
In each case the cover constrains the movement of the muscle to expansion or
contraction, with increasing pressure. So, by controlling pressure that we send
into our muscles, we are able to change the length of the pneumatic muscle, - in
the sense of extension or contraction, controlling it to be shorter or longer.

Figure 2.2 Two support material (a) Mesh (b) PVC

Moreover, we need some other materials: fittings to hold the pressure in
the tubing, clamps to prevent fittings from getting loose, and connectors to
convey pressure from the tubing coming from an external air compressor (to the
tubing that is the main structure of our muscles (see Figure 2.3)
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Figure 2.3 (a) Tubing that carries the pressure (b) Materials for fabricating muscles

2.2 Design and Working Principles of Continuum Limbs
A continuum limb is a structure that is built by tying more than one
continuum pneumatic muscles together (see Figure 2.4). We used cable ties to
tie them together. In this way, we create sections on the muscles in ways which
give new capabilities and which make it easier to design, analyze, and control the
resulting limbs.

Figure 2.4 Continuum limbs with two different type of supporting material
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When we tie muscles together (in parallel), it is easy to see that different
lengths of each muscles cause to the whole limb to tend to one direction. So, the
main operating principle the pneumatic continuum muscles is to change the
length of each muscle to aim the limb through the any direction that we want [41]
(see Figure 2.5).

Figure 2.5 Differentiating the pressure in individual muscles to result in bending of the limb
in any desired direction [41]

As noted in section 2.1, to controllably change the length of the muscles
we need set and to maintain given desired pressures. This is possible and
achieved with pressure regulators. At this point, there are several pressure
regulators available commercially on the market. We use SMC brand pressure
regulators (See Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6 Pressure Regulator (a) Front view (b) Upper view

In order to program and control the pressure regulators, we need to have
a programmable interface and real-time controller. We decided to use Arduino
boards (Arduino Duemilanove with ATMEGA328 microprocessor) which are easy
to connect with a host computer (see Figure 2.7). Also, they are easy to use, and
their performance capabilities were considered reasonable enough to achieve
our goals.

Figure 2.7 Arduino Duemilanove board
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However, in our experiments a technical incompatibility was observed
between the Arduino boards and the pressure regulators. The problem is a
difference between the typical output voltage of the Arduino boards, which is 5V,
and the control input of the pressure regulators, which is 10V. In order to
overcome this problem, we designed a simple op-amp amplifier circuit which
allows us to use the pressure regulators in full range of operation (see Figure
2.8).

Figure 2.8 The amplifier circuit for Arduino outputs

2.3 Empirical Continuum Muscle Development
To improve the performance of our pneumatic continuum limbs, we tested
a number of different materials and construction techniques.

In our robot

construction and testing (described in the next two Chapters), we noticed that
while the braided mesh covering on the muscles successfully retained the tubing,
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helping the muscles contract or extract, it also significantly limited both force and
movement (and hence robot locomotion). Thus, we initialized a search for
different materials and construction techniques. The most promising technique
(though still with problems) was PVC covering (see Figure 2.9).

Figure2.9 Differences between PVC and Mesh covering muscles

With PVC covering (simple PVC bands wrapped directly around the unsleeved bladders except at the end (Figures 2.4b, 2.10)), we experienced a
remarkable increase in both movement and power, even with pressures as low
as 60 psi –compared to 100 psi for smaller, less powerful results with
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conventionally braided muscles. With this technique, since tubings were not
covered with mesh, they had much more freedom to extract. Thus, it was
possible to have more flexible and more powerful movement. (The limitation
effect of mesh covering on the tubings was discussed before.) These results
were very promising (see Figure 2.10), and our initial intention was to use this
muscle design in the robots described in the following Chapters.
However, after extensive testing, a significant problem appeared: inability
to sufficiently restrict bladder movement, resulting in explosions. Despite the
promising performance and features of our new PVC muscles, we were not able
to make them reliable and explosion-free.

Figure 2.10 The movement with PVC covering technique (60 psi)
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We experienced two different explosion types. The first type happened at
the muscle ends. In our initial tests we used no mesh, but were not able to cover
the bladder tubes entirely. The uncovered end areas allowed some ballooning
and consequent frequent explosions. This was due to the characteristics of the
tubing we used. Without any covering, the tubing’s pneumatic resistance is too
low - it was only 10 psi - to resist high pressures without structural support.
So, we decided to adopt a hybrid design between mesh sleeve and PVC
sleeve. We covered the ending parts with mesh, and the main muscle body with
PVC. The results were satisfactory; we were able to solve the end explosion
problem without losing much flexibility or power.
The second, more problematic problem is the edges of the PVC covering
potentially appear all along the tubing. When we actuated the muscles and had
significant bending motion, the tubing expanded into the covering edges. This
tended to cause some incisions on the tubing which resulted in explosions in the
main muscle body. While we tried variations of tubing and wrapping methods, the
problem persisted. Our conclusion was that this PVC wrapping technique is too
unreliable design a robot with, at least with our resource and time budgets. In
particular we became short of time, and we were not able to solve the explosion
problem in the time available. However, we believe that given extra time and
resources for testing, and some improvements on the basic “direct muscle
wrapping” technique, this is a very promising direction for future experiments.
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Also, we believe that continuum limb power can be improved with a tubing
material that has larger pressure resistance. (However, this would also mean a
reduction of flexibility and movement.) In future work, we recommend that this
parameter (tubing stiffness) be varied to evaluate changes in muscle power.

2.4 Numerical Results of 2D Continuum Limb Tests
As the first step of our experiments, we measured forces and flexibility of
continuum muscles fabricated in our lab. We fabricated a 2D (two muscles, see
Figure 2.11) continuum limb and tested it. The hypothesis was that the greatest
impact at the tip (important for analyzing the use of continuum limbs as legs) is a
function of the configuration the limb. The theoretical maximum direction of
impact is marked by the arrow on Figure 2.11, for the given configuration (bend)
of the limb.
Using an impact force sensor, we experimentally validated the theory [42]
for the muscles in our lab. These results are also published in the Senior Honors
Thesis by Ryan Mattfeld [43], who worked with the author in this aspect of the
research.
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Figure 2.11 View of 2D continuum limb [43]

A piezoelectric impact force sensor was used to measure the impact force
on the contact point. The tests were done at specific pressures. The one end of
muscles was secured, and by the way of changing pressure, the impact force on
the other end was observed. The results are shown in Table 1 [43].
The results show that greater pressure differences create larger impact
forces at the end of the limb. Also, sharper curves were observed with larger
pressure difference. These results support our initial idea of gaining maximum
impact and thus traction by aiming the limb in directions we can predict. At this
point, our goal is to maintain and control this impact force to make our robot to
move, walk, and climb over the obstacles that continuum-limbed locomotion
robots will face.
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Table 2.1 Test results of 2D limb [43]
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CHAPTER THREE
DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTS OF CLIMBER 3(Tripod)
In this chapter, our first prototype of a continuum legged robot, which is
the first application of continuum muscle approach used as legs in the literature,
is discussed. “Climber 3” is the name we give to this novel tripod continuum
robot. There two different prototypes of Climber 3 where the main differences are
body material, limb lengths, and fitting material (that we varied to make the later
version lighter). In this chapter we detail the fabrication process and experiments
using our prototypes.
For our first robot, we chose a tripod (three legged) design in order be
able to locomote in every direction, - theoretically three is the most effective
number if 360o movement is wanted. Every leg has three pneumatic continuum
muscles. As discussed in Chapter 2, when every leg has three continuum
muscles we need three pressure regulators for each leg, and for three legs, we
need to use nine pressure regulators to actuate all muscles separately. (See
Figure 3.1) When actuating, we used up to 100 psi pressure. We also considered
using more pressure, but 100 psi was the highest pressure that we could achieve
safely.
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Figure 3.1 Schema of Climber 3

In this first prototype we focused on dynamic balance instead of static
balance. Tripods inherently require dynamic balance since it is hard to stand on
the other two legs while stepping. We conducted numerous tests trying to satisfy
dynamic balance, by stepping increasingly quickly. However, ultimately we were
just able to stand up under static balance and achieve simple crawling
locomotion with our tripod prototype.

3.1 Design of Climber v3.1
For our tripod Climber 3 model, we chose a triangular pyramid shape in
order to be balanced in every direction since our main motivation was to enable
the robot to move in every direction. Also, we needed to make the prototype as
light as possible since continuum limb technology is not inherently powerful.
Therefore, we chose very light plastic for our initial body design (see Figure 3.2).
During experiments with Climber v3.1, we were able to make it stand up on the
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legs (not trivial for compliant limbs). This was the first step of our project, and the
results were promising.

Figure 3.2 Initial design of Climber 3 (v3.1)

For the legs, we started the experiments with relatively long legs because
we assumed that longer legs meant more flexibility as needed to be able climb
over obstacles. We also envisioned that we could use one of the legs to hook
around a stable object and pull the robot itself while climbing over a big obstacle.

3.2 Design of Climber v3.2
During experiments with Climber v3.1, we noticed that the plastic in the
Figure 3.1 was not durable and reliable enough. So, we decided to use firmer
material, and built a polyurethane body, keeping our first geometric (tetrahedral)
structure (see Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.3 Climber 3 polyurethane body (v3.2)

For Climber v3.2 we kept the same idea for longer legs to provide the
robot the ability to hook up at some remora some point, and pull itself.
Tests proved the ability to statically stand with Climber v3.2. However, we
were not able to not succeed tin dynamics walking with Climber v3.2, as the legs
could not be controlled quickly enough to counter the fall of the body. We were
however able to demonstrate some basic crawling locomotion. This represents
the first demonstration of locomotion with continuum legged robots, and is an
encouraging milestone (see Figure 3.4).
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Figure 3.4 Crawling Locomotion with Climber 3.2

For the crawling locomotion, we actuated two side limbs swinging, and this
provided sufficient traction for the robot to pull itself. At the same time, the robot
was using the other limbs as a tail, and this helped the robot to push itself
forward. To do that, we actuated just one muscle in every limb to work
harmonically, organized with a fading signal 0 to 255 – which is the working
range of Arduino PWM outputs where o refers to 0 V, and 255 refers to 5 V
before amplifying – .

3.3 Design Climber v3.3
After numerous tests, we determined that the key design parameter was
to make the body be the lightest possible. We therefore decided to trim some
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parts of the body, and make it minimal for Climber v3.3. Indeed, we noticed side
walls are not significantly important. Thus, we decided to take off the side walls.
At the same time, we made some other improvements on the body. To be able to
test the robot easily with different horizontal and vertical angles of leg to body
attachment, we mounted an adjustable hip joint mechanism on the robot. With
this mechanism, we could easily change angle of the legs both vertically and
horizontally (see Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 Climber v3.3

Differently than Climber v3.1 and Climber v3.2, for legs, we used shorter
legs. We found that shorter legs are more accurate, easier to control, and to plan
a trajectory for. The shorter legs give more accuracy than longer legs. The size
difference is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 Different sizes of the legs (a) longer (b) shorter

After numerous experiments and tests, we concluded that it is extremely
challenging to build a continuum robot with three legs with today’s continuum
limbs technology, since tripod walking algorithms require strong control of the
associated dynamics. However, today’s knowledge and technology are not
sufficient to achieve this. Thus, to make the research more practical, we started
to design and test quadruped continuum robots. This is well supported by
biological inspirations, since quadruped animals are common in natural life.
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CHAPTER FOUR
DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTS OF CLIMBER 4 (QUADRUPED)
Using the lessons learned from the tripod robot design of Chapter 3, we
decided to investigate locomotion with a quadruped (four continuum legged)
robot. We termed this robot “Climber 4”. In this chapter, the design, construction,
and experiments with Climber 4 are detailed.
The main motivation for building a quadruped was to increase the inherent
(static) stability of the robot. With a quadruped, when lifting a leg in locomotion,
there is the option of maintaining stability with the tripod formed by the other
three legs. Therefore the prospects of active locomotion at slow or medium
speeds are greater than with tripods. There has been extensive work in robotics
in the development of quadrupeds. However, this has almost all been for
conventional rigid link legs, and there has not been corresponding work in
continuum legged quadrupeds. The work in this chapter is the first published
work on quadruped continuum limbed locomotion. There is currently an effort on
the development of multi-continuum legged continuum locomotion, concentrating
on building an analog of the (eight-legged) octopus [44], [35], [36], [37]. There is
a subset of that project considering quadruped continuum locomotion; however
that work is unpublished at the time of the publication of this thesis.
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While working on Climber 4, a very important issue was the number of
pressure regulators. With 4 legs, each with 3 muscles, independent control of
each muscle would require 12 pressure regulators, which implies complexity in
hardware and software. Therefore, we changed the desire “to be able move in
every direction”, and we decided to focus on locomotion in one direction. Thus, it
was no longer necessary to actuate every muscle separately in any limb. After
some deliberation, we decided to actuate two muscles of each leg in one
direction, and the other muscle of each leg in the reverse direction. So, we
needed eight pressure regulators (2 per leg) which is a lower number than the 9
regulators used for Climber 3. With this idea, we anticipated that we could obtain
more powerful movement out of our continuum limbs. However, also means we
sacrifice some flexibility of both movement and control (see Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1 Schema of Climber 4
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For the limb hardware technology, we elected to use the shorter muscles
as used in Climber v3.3, and also retained the tripod hip structure which allowed
us to test out robot with different limb angles. We chose a simple rectangular
body for our Climber 4 to make it simple and light. A general view of Climber 4 is
shown in Figure 4.2

Figure 4.2 General view of Climber 4

Despite of all these similar components we made a significant difference
in our strategies and goals for the Climber 4 tests. Our overall goal was to
propose

and

demonstrate

that

continuum

limbs

are

reasonable

and

advantageous in some specific cases. Our work with the tripods in Chapter 3
indicated that, in addition to stability issues, there were issues with the power
available with our continuum limbs. We were also motivated by potential
applications in space [45]. Hence, we moved in to water for our Climber 4 tests,
in order to simulate the low-gravity conditions of the Moon and Mars. With the
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help of neutral or near neutral buoyancy in water achieved via the attachment of
a balloon in the body of the Climber 4, we obtained “low-gravity like” conditions
(see Figure 4.3).

Figure 4.3 Climber 4 in water

The aqueous environment was created using a conventional fish tank in
the laboratory, filled to approximately half capacity (enough to completely cover
the body of the robot). We found some initial disadvantages in immersing the
robot in water. The tether (necessary to transmit the compressed air to the leg
muscles) sometimes causes the robot to twist in the water, and make the robot
deviate from the intended path). However, we ultimately obtained a good
simulation of low-gravity conditions. In these conditions however, we had some
further difficulties to balance the robot in the water due to the inherent
unpredictability of the fluid dynamic conditions.
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Despite all the above disadvantages, we were able to demonstrate
Climber 4 in leg stepping and locomotion in water (see Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4 Locomotion of Climber 4 in water

During the experiments, we analyzed a number of different walking and
locomotion algorithms. We experimented with leg configurations and movements
inspired by different animals such as tortoises, frogs, and rabbits (rabbits and
frogs used for perspectives in jumping locomotion). The flexible hip structure was
particularly enabling when we generating algorithms to simulate these locomotion
behaviors.
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The algorithm which proved most successful in locomotion, was with the
front legs working in a cyclic motion to step forward in the environment, and the
rear legs working together to push the body forward. The movement cycled
between front right and left legs, and vice versa.
We were able to demonstrate simple, static locomotion in water. However,
our experiments and research shows that there is still plenty of room to improve.
The motion we achieved, though a first in demonstrating quadruped locomotion
with continuum limbs, is basically a crawl rather than a walk. There was sufficient
power, stability, and mobility to achieve controlled movement. However, the
system as constructed was not able to demonstrate “dexterous” locomotion, with
the legs lifting in a controlled, non-periodic way. This restricts the environmental
conditions to fairly flat surfaces. These findings suggest the improvement of our
continuum limb technology.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
This thesis has discussed the design, construction and testing of multi
continuum legged robots.

Given an appropriate design for pneumatically

controlled continuum legs described in Chapter 2, different kinds of multicontinuum legged robots are proposed and evaluated in Chapters 3 and 4. In
Chapter 3, a series of 3-legged tripod prototypes are described and evaluated.
Based on lessons learned from the tripods, a 4-legged quadruped design is
discussed and evaluated in Chapter 4.
The contributions of the research are (1) the first published evaluation of
the potential for robot locomotion using continuum legs (Chapters 1, 3, and [45]);
(2) the first robot tripod hardware featuring continuum legs (Chapter 3 and [45]);
and (3) the first published research on successful underwater locomotion of robot
quadrupeds with continuum legs (Chapter 4). Together, the thesis extends the
state of knowledge of continuum robots and legged robot locomotion.
While the research was successful in demonstrating the ability of robots
with continuum legs to locomote successfully, the results are only a beginning.
The tripod prototypes were only able to crawl (locomote without picking their
limbs off the ground). While the quadruped could crawl and perform simple walks
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(lift legs off the ground) the motion was still simple, slow, and effective only on
flat ground. So only a baseline form of locomotion was achieved.
The ultimate performance was limited by the physical abilities of the
prototypes. Significant improvements could be expected from several different
types of hardware improvement: (1) improvement of the legs: there is plenty of
room to improve the fabrication technique which is specific for use as legs; after
some experiments we found that muscles can be made more flexible and
stronger with some new materials such as firmer tubing or different sleeves; (2)
improvement of the body: it can be designed lighter and more aero-dynamic; (3)
improvement of the coordination/control algorithms: given any stronger/improved
fabrication techniques, more sophisticated algorithms can be synthesized,
designed, and tested. More inspiration and support can be uncovered by further
biological research. Of the three main areas for improvement above, we believe
the most important are the capabilities of the continuum pneumatic muscles. The
most important thing is to have more powerful and more flexible limbs. Moreover,
when designing, we need pay the bill of having more power with losing some
flexibility. Thus, a balance point between the flexibility and the power issues
should be determined with extra tests.

With improved strength parameters,

advanced muscles – shorter and stronger – can be fabricated to perform stronger
and faster movements, to better support locomotion. They could also potentially
enable more sophisticated tasks such as wrapping around an object and pulling
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and carrying the robot itself as mentioned earlier in this thesis (see Chapter 1
and [6]).
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APPENDIX A
Part Lists

Name
Pressure Regulators
Microcontroller Boards
Polyurethane Tubing (100 ft.)
Male Tubing Adapter
Female Pipe Adapter
Silicone Rubber Tubing(per ft)
1/8" ID, 1/4" OD, 1/16" Wall
Expandable Mesh Sleeving 10'
Tube Clamp packs of 10
Barbed Tube Fitting packs of 10
Plastic fitting nut for 1/4" p of 10

Unit
Total
Manufact
Price Price
urer
Model no
Qty. ($)
($)
SMC
ITV1050-31N1N4
9 285.00 2,565
Arduino Duemilenova ATMEGA 328
2 20.00
40
NITRA
PU14CBL100
1 18.75
19
Mcmaster 51175K12
9
1.59
14
Mcmaster 50775K311
9
2.32
21
Mcmaster 5236K11
Mcmaster 9284K324
Mcmaster 9284K325
Mcmaster 2974K751
Mcmaster 5016K222

30
1
1
1
1

0.67
2.65
6.99
3.35
5.03

20
3
7
3
5

Cable Ties
Grand Total

2,697

Table A.1 Part List for Climber 3

Name
Pressure Regulators
Microcontroller Boards
Polyurethane Tubing (100 ft.)
Male Tubing Adapter
Female Pipe Adapter
Silicone Rubber Tubing(per ft)
1/8" ID, 1/4" OD, 1/16" Wall
Expandable Mesh Sleeving 10'
Tube Clamp packs of 10
Barbed Tube Fitting packs of 10
Plastic fitting nut for 1/4" p of 10

Manufact
urer
Model no
Qty.
SMC
ITV1050-31N1N4
8
Arduino Duemilenova ATMEGA 328
1
NITRA
PU14CBL100
1
Mcmaster 51175K12
12
Mcmaster 50775K311
12
Mcmaster 5236K11
Mcmaster 9284K324
Mcmaster 9284K325
Mcmaster 2974K751
Mcmaster 5016K222

30
1
2
2
2

Unit
Total
Price Price
($)
($)
285.00 2,280
20.00
20
18.75
19
1.59
19
2.32
28
0.67
2.65
6.99
3.35
5.03

20
3
14
7
10

Cable Ties
Grand Total

Table A.2 Part List for Climber 4
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2,419

APPENDIX B
Arduino Interface Code for Climber 3 Crawling
Arduino 1
int stp=20;
int mus1A=0;
int mus1B=0;
int mus1C=0;
int inc1A=0;
int inc1B=stp;
int inc1C=0;

// define the speed of pressure differentiation (out of 255)
// choose starting value of mus1A(means A muscles of limb1)
// choose starting value of mus1B(means B muscles of limb1)
// choose starting value of mus1C(means C muscles of limb1)
// define the speed of pressure diff. for mus1A
// define the speed of pressure diff. for mus1B
// define the speed of pressure diff. for mus1C

void setup() {
pinMode(3, OUTPUT);
pinMode(5, OUTPUT);
pinMode(6, OUTPUT);
}
void loop() {
analogWrite(3, mus1A);
analogWrite(5, mus1B);
analogWrite(6, mus1C);
mus1A=mus1A+inc1A;
mus1B=mus1B+inc1B;
mus1C=mus1C+inc1C;
}
if (mus1B==255) {
mus1B=0;
inc1B=0;
inc1A=stp;
inc1C=stp;
}
if (mus1A=255) {
mus1A=0;
mus1C=0;
inc1A=0;
inc1C=0;
inc1B=stp;

// assign port 3 as output
// assign port 5 as output
// assign port 6 as output

// assign port 3 to mus1A
// assign port 5 to mus1B
// assign port 6 to mus1C

// for cycling when muscles reaches to up limit, //
// actuate the the other for opposite direction
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//

}
delay(30);
}

Arduino 2
int stp=20;
int mus3A=0;
int mus3B=0;
int mus3C=0;
int mus2A=0;
int mus2B=0;
int mus2C=0;
int inc3A=stp;
int inc3B=0;
int inc3C=0;
int inc2A=stp;
int inc2B=0;
int inc2C=0;

// define the speed of pressure differentiation (out of 255)
// choose starting value of mus3A(means A muscles of limb1)
// choose starting value of mus3B(means B muscles of limb1)
// choose starting value of mus3C(means C muscles of limb1)
// choose starting value of mus2A(means A muscles of limb1)
// choose starting value of mus2B(means B muscles of limb1)
// choose starting value of mus2C(means C muscles of limb1)
// define the speed of pressure diff. for mus3A
// define the speed of pressure diff. for mus3B
// define the speed of pressure diff. for mus3C
// define the speed of pressure diff. for mus2A
// define the speed of pressure diff. for mus2B
// define the speed of pressure diff. for mus2C

void setup() {
pinMode(3, OUTPUT);
pinMode(5, OUTPUT);
pinMode(6, OUTPUT);
pinMode(9, OUTPUT);
pinMode(10, OUTPUT);
pinMode(11, OUTPUT);

// assign port 3 as output
// assign port 5 as output
// assign port 6 as output
// assign port 9 as output
// assign port 10 as output
// assign port 11 as output

void loop() {
analogWrite(3, mus3A);
analogWrite(5, mus3B);
analogWrite(6, mus3C);
analogWrite(9, mus2A);
analogWrite(10, mus2B);
analogWrite(11, mus2C);

// assign port 3 to mus3A
// assign port 5 to mus3B
// assign port 6 to mus3C
// assign port 9 to mus2A
// assign port 10 to mus2B
// assign port 11 to mus2C

}
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mus2A=mus2A+inc2A;
mus2B=mus2B+inc2B;
mus2C=mus2C+inc2C;
mus3A=mus3A+inc3A;
mus3B=mus3B+inc3B;
mus3C=mus3C+inc3C;
if (mus2A == bal || mus2A==255) {
inc2A=-inc2A;
}
if (mus2B == bal || mus2B==255) {
inc2B=-inc2B;
}
if (mus2C == bal || mus2C==255) {
inc2C=-inc2C;
}
if (mus3A == bal || mus3A==255) {
inc3A=-inc3A;
}
if (mus3B == bal || mus3B==255) {
inc3B=-inc3B;
}
if (mus3C == bal || mus3C==255) {
inc3C=-inc3C;
}
delay(30);
}

Arduino Interface Code for Climber 4 Locomotion
int inc=10;
int inc2=5;
int bal=130;
int fleft2=bal;
int fleft1=bal;
int fright2=bal;
int fright1=bal;
int rear1=bal;
int rear2=bal;
int up=255-inc;
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byte cr=1;
int incFl2;
int incFl1;
int incFr2;
int incFr1;
int incR2;
int incR1;
void setup() {
Serial.begin(9600);
pinMode(3, OUTPUT);
pinMode(11, OUTPUT);
pinMode(5, OUTPUT);
pinMode(6, OUTPUT);
pinMode(9, OUTPUT);
pinMode(10, OUTPUT);
}

void loop() {
analogWrite(3, rear1);
analogWrite(11, rear2);
analogWrite(6, fleft2);
analogWrite(5, fleft1);
analogWrite(9, fright2);
analogWrite(10, fright1);
Serial.print("cr=");
Serial.println(cr,DEC);
Serial.print("rear1=");
Serial.println(rear1,DEC);
Serial.print("rear2=");
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Serial.println(rear2,DEC);
Serial.print("fright1=");
Serial.println(fright1,DEC);
Serial.print("fright2=");
Serial.println(fright2,DEC);
Serial.print("fleft1=");
Serial.println(fleft1,DEC);
Serial.print("fleft2=");
Serial.println(fleft2,DEC);
Serial.println(" ");
switch (cr) {
case 0:
left();
break;
case 1:
right();
break;
}
delay(3);
}
void right() {
if (rear1<=up) {
rear1=rear1+inc;
rear2=rear2+inc;
}

if (rear2>=up || fright1<=up) {
fright1=fright1+inc;
fright2=fright2-inc2;
}
if (fright2<=inc || rear1>=up ) {
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rear2=rear2-inc;
fright1=fright1-(2*inc);
}
if (fright1<=bal && rear2<=bal && fright2<=inc && rear1>=up) {
fright1=bal;
fright2=bal;
rear1=bal;
rear2=bal;
cr=0;
}
}

void left() {
if (rear1<=up) {
rear1=rear1+inc;
rear2=rear2+inc;
}

if (rear2>=up || fleft1<=up) {
fleft1=fleft1+inc;
fleft2=fleft2-inc2;
}
if (fleft2<=inc || rear1>=up ) {
rear2=rear2-inc;
fleft1=fleft1-(2*inc);
}
if (fleft1<=bal && rear2<=bal && fleft2<=inc && rear1>=up) {
fleft1=bal;
fleft2=bal;
rear1=bal;
rear2=bal;
cr=1;
}
}
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